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The rapid growth of the volume of unstructured data brings great challenges to data storage, data security, data management and data utilization. The effective management of unstructured data has become a strategic need in the process of digital transformation of each organization. To meet with the urgent management need for massive document data scattered application systems and personal devices in the process of research, engineering construction and management, we developed and deployed a document management system (IHEP Docs) in institute of high energy physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (IHEP, CAS). This paper introduces its construction background, technical architecture, functional characteristics and the situation of application and operation in IHEP. At last, the future deployment plans for IHEP Docs are proposed to meet with the new and further requirements of document management and documents collaboration in IHEP.
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1. **Introduction**

With the rapid development of information technology and its wide application, the storage and management of massive data has become a key issue, and it shows that unstructured data accounts for about 95% of all data. With characteristics of abundant data sources, large data volume, rapid data growth and difficult to manage in SQL (Structured Query Language) database, it brings great challenges to manage and utilize unstructured data effectively. Masses of unstructured data, such as technical documents, papers, images, and videos, are deposited in personal computers or information application systems with lack of management and utilization. It has become an important application field to research and develop the management strategy of unstructured data and the related technologies. In recent years, the development of big data, deep learning and natural language processing has made it possible to digitize unstructured data, thus build an intelligent and knowledge-based data platform that can be recognized, analyzed, and calculated by computers.

The Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (IHEP, CAS) is a comprehensive research base engaged in high energy physics, advanced accelerator physics and technology, advanced ray technology and its application, and has built a series of large-scale scientific facilities in China, such as Beijing Electron Positron Collider (BEPC) [6], China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) [7], High Energy Photon Source (HEPS) [8], etc.

The IHEP Document Management System (IHEP Docs) is designed and developed in order to solve the management and utilization problems of a large number of high-value unstructured data such as research documents, technical documents and management documents generated in the process of research activities, research management and construction of large-scale facilities, provide a secure, efficient and stable system of document management and document collaborative, and improve the ability of comprehensive management and office collaborative between departments and systems. At the same time, IHEP Docs is integrated with the information application system to realize the centralized storage and unified management of unstructured data in IHEP, empower the digital transformation, and support scientific research and the construction of large-scale scientific facilities in IHEP.

1. **System Architecture**

IHEP Docs is adopted the concept of unstructured data middle center and the unstructured content bus architecture which connects the two key platforms, which are the unified document management platform and the integrated application platform, and deployed with lightweight cloud services, in order to ensures the efficient connection of different services and the efficient unstructured data flow. The document management platform provides front-end services such as organization structure, document management, authentication & authority unified with IHEP SSO (single sign-on) integrated, etc. By the open standardized APIs of IHEP Docs, the application platform can provide an integrated application services such as WPS collaborative office [9], CAD online, OCR [10,11], collaborative sheet, customizable document workflows, and intelligent search engine, and anti-virus etc. It is expected to realize the centralized storage and unified management of the data of information systems and personal terminal devices and eliminate the data islands.

IHEP Docs provides users a unified workspace with one-stop document management, metadata services, document sharing & collaborations, content analysis, image recognition,
intelligent search, privacy management, log analysis and third-party application services. While realizing the users' personal document management, it provides a unified and comprehensive unstructured data service platform in IHEP. At the same time, deep learning, knowledge graph and other advanced technologies are adopted to realize the precipitation, mining, reuse, and re-creation from unstructured data, and provide users with knowledge services and useful tools, such as knowledge library, Wiki, Q&A, and knowledge community.

2.1 Technical architecture

The hardware architecture of IHEP Docs adopts cluster including computing cluster, storage cluster and switch cluster. The system expect hardware is divided into four following layers, unified workspace, content bus service, Cloud native service and data management service (Figure. 1).

![Figure 1 Technical architecture of IHEP Docs](image)

2.1.1 Unified workspace

IHEP Docs provides a unified workspace, which supports users to access the trans-region, trans-department data from different terminals anytime and anywhere, integrates applications such as IHEP SSO and third-party applications, such as WPS collaborative office, CAD online, and provide users with one-stop online collaborative office services such as document management, document collaboration, intelligent search, version management, collaborative sheet, and knowledge services.

2.1.2 Content bus service

Based on content bus service (Figure.2), IHEP Docs can integrate the unstructured data of information system through the Open API interface, and realize a centralized storage, unified data management and effective document collaborations. The content bus service includes different functional modules, including fundamental services, data services, data applications, and data exchange.

The fundamental service is deployed on the high-performance hardware including computing cluster, storage cluster, network switches and security devices, adopts lightweight cloud computing technology to provide basic services such as virtualization, containers, databases, load balancing, security protection and middleware and support other services.
The data service includes search engine, document conversion, message services, log services, and content analysis services, and provides atomic-level capability support for IHEP Docs and open document services for other function modules.

The data application service provides rich application, including data aggregation, data storage, data management, document utilization, and maintenance, and supports different applications such as document upload, version management, intelligent search, document sharing, document circulation, log management, and system operation and maintenance.

The data exchange service provides standard interfaces, including standard APIs, single sign-on, application integration, data interaction and other modules. Integrated with the existing information systems and third-party applications, IHEP Docs has powerful scalability for the future development.

2.1.3 Cloud native service

IHEP Docs adopts lightweight cloud computing technology and runs in a self-built physical cluster environment. It is decomposed into the main modules and service modules with a separation of front-end applications and back-end data. All the modules can undertake independently functions, and be deployed, upgraded, and expanded independently to meet with the requirements of scalability, scalability, and maintenance.

2.1.4 Data management

Data management service is divided into data storage, content processing, metadata generation, content service and so on according to the data flow process (Figure 3). To optimize the data management, a high-performance Ceph storage is used for data storage\(^{[12]}\), and a high-performance content lake technology, which supports multiple homogeneous or heterogeneous storage clusters to bind to document libraries, is adopted to store and manage data to meet with

---

**Figure 2 Open API and content bus service of IHEP Docs**
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content classification and hierarchical storage. The content processing mainly involves the identification, extraction, and data retrieval of the key information of documents, picture files and video files, among which the process of data retrieval is the key to the performance optimization.

In order to promote a better performance in the process of data retrieval in massive unstructured data, a reverse index was adopted. The keywords were generated by data analysis in a certain order and then arranged into the data index, in which the order of index keywords and content coding is opposite to the one of data storage to avoid the performance bottleneck of retrieving one by one in order of document storage, and achieve a fast and comprehensive search.

![Figure 3 The Dada management of IHEP Docs](image)

### 2.2 Data Security Module

IHEP Docs establishes a security technology architecture and a standard management process to protect data from data transfer, platform capabilities, and application control. Data security module (Figure 4), including content security, access security, data protection, storage security and so on, provides reliable security management and control capabilities to ensure a whole life-cycle data security including the process of data production/collection, data transmission, data storage, data processing, data exchange, data archiving/destruction, etc., and avoids the leakage and loss of data. Meanwhile, an online anti-virus and anti-ransomware module was deployed and integrated with IHEP Docs, and will perform real-time virus scanning when documents are uploaded.

IHEP Docs are deployed in IHEP and all the data are stored in a storage cluster fully managed by IHEP. IHEP Docs data are stored in three copies, and each document is placed on a different node and in a different hard disk. Once a hard disk or a node is damaged, IHEP Docs will not be affected and the data will still be safe. A more secure transmission technology, HTTPS, was adopted based on TLS protocol to ensure data transmission security. IHEP Docs also provides an open backup API to perform scheduled incremental backups of specified document libraries, and restore data at any time once the system or data are damaged. The maintenance permission of IHEP Docs is separated from the document access permission, which can effectively protect users' private data.
2.3 System Deployment

IHEP Docs was deployed in the computing center of IHEP with a privatization multi-machine cluster mode. Based on different functions, the system divides different service modules which can be deployed independently and the main module adopts cloud-native microservice mode for multi-machine deployment (Figure 5). Each server has two 10 Gigabit fibers for the splitting and integration of document content and two 10 Gigabit fibers for reception of the request and response to ensure a quick respond to the data requests.

A distributed storage and a scale-out hardware expansion mode are adopted in a cluster mode for distributed data storage and paralleled data processing. Once a node fails, the service can automatically switch to other normal nodes to ensure sustainable access to services. IHEP Docs uses an OSS gateway to form multiple object storages into a heterogeneous multi-object storage cluster and provide a unified storage access and independently manage multi-object storage. The databases of MariaDB and MongoDB are deployed in a highly available manner to avoiding the effect of a single point failure.

The data of IHEP Docs are saved in multiple copies with the CRUSH algorithm to ensure different copies distributed on different nodes, which can avoid performance bottlenecks caused by the imbalance loads of different node, and reduce the risk of data corruption caused by node or disk failure. The system has a high reliability based on Linux virtual server + keepalive and container technology [13] and can automatically detect node failures and restore affected containers on other available nodes by monitoring container status and automatic recovery.

IHEP Docs provides a unified workspace and open API interfaces for changing data and integrating applications, such as WPS Office Online and CAD online, and deploys a high-performance storage cluster on the back-end to provide high-performance and high-throughput data services.
1. System Functions and Applications

3.1 System Functions

IHEP Docs is an open document management system based on content bus service, and can be used to manage various unstructured data with a full life cycle process, such as classification, release, collaboration, retrieval, utilization, archiving, and destruction. It provides users a unified workspace with consistent experience and various application service such as data generation, data collection, business processes, office collaboration, data management, and data consumption.

3.1.1 Open Content Bus

The content bus (Figure 6) provides various APIs, such as RESTful API, OAuth 2.0, and content integration open framework, etc. The data collected from third-party application by OpenDoc API, the data collected from IHEP Docs applications by Open APIs, and the data collected from personal terminal devices by Client/APP/Web browser can be managed in a unified workspace and used for circulation, query, management, retrieval, and multi-terminal access.
3.1.2 Open Integrated development framework

IHEP Docs has an integrated development framework (Figure 7), which provides third-party applications a series of open API interfaces. A redevelopment based the content bus APIs, or a targeted plug-ins based on the Web Widget framework can be achieved for personalized requires. After authorized, the third-party applications can access the data resources of IHEP Docs, break out the system boundaries and data boundaries between application systems, and utilize the related application data by the open API interfaces. IHEP Docs has integrate many powerful applications such as WPS office online, antivirus, CAD, etc. and provides users a unified workspace.

![Figure 7 Integrated development framework of IHEP Docs](image)

3.1.3 Controllable Permission Management

IHEP Docs supports unified file operations in the workspace and fine-grained permissions such as display, preview, download, create, modify, delete, reject, owner permission, etc. (figure 8). The access, sharing, or use of documents can be strictly restricted by permission control to ensure document security. Mobile devices can be managed and the data can be erased from remote once the mobile device is lost. Meanwhile, IHEP Docs supports an access control based on networks, devices, or document libraries by yourself, so that the right people have the right access to the right files.
3.2 Integrated Applications

IHEP Docs has unified storage, unified standards, unified interfaces, unified data management and unified data utilization. The unstructured data collected are stored and unified in a centralized manner, the third-party applications are integrated by an open APIs, the data are transferred in unified standards, consistent services are provided in a unified workspace.

Oriented to the management of the whole life cycle process of unstructured data in the process of science, technique, and management, IHEP Docs breaks down data islands and form a unified data asset, links different application system through content bus service to realize the orderly flow of unstructured data, realize the efficient connection between content management and integrated applications. It is promising to eliminate data islands, reduce the cost of management and operation, realize the centralized storage, unify the data management, and office collaboration.

IHEP Docs can help to effectively manage the data throughout the life cycle and ensure the data security. According to different document management requires of departments and large-scale scientific facilities in IHEP, IHEP Docs is configured with different document libraries to gather and manage scattered and heterogeneous unstructured data. Integrated with anti-virus, IHEP Docs can give a real time protection when documents uploaded or downloaded to protect the data security, realize the effective document management, and empower digital applications in IHEP.

3.2.1 Unified Workspace and Document Management

IHEP Docs provides a unified workspace with document management and content service for users, realize unified authentication by integration with IHEP SSO (Figure 9). It also provides powerful integrated applications in a consistent and powerful use experience on different devices. Users can work together in the workspace, share documents, preview online, edit document online, comment online, collect files, and audit the files.
3.2.2 Collaboration Office Online

Integrated with powerful applications, IHEP Docs provides more efficient office document collaborations for content sharing, document approval, document archive, document editing together, and automatic data collection. IHEP Docs integrates WPS office online, CAD online and other office collaborative software, and provide users an online collaborative platform to preview, edit, revise, and share documents with others online at the same time to reduce the communication cost effectively during documents being edited by many people (Figure 10). All modified or edited documents, as a history version, can be reviewed or restored anytime.

3.2.3 Intelligent search

By massive index and metadata combined with OCR and deep learning, IHEP Docs provides a fast search, full-text search, tag search and image search (Figure 11). When the various format documents are collected from applications and devices, the system will recognize the documents or pictures and generate the metadata and tags. These analyzed metadata are extracted and
classified for easy search. When users search a word or a picture, the related documents and pictures will be found out and listed.

Figure 11 Intelligent search of IHEP Docs

3.2.4 Document Work Flows

IHEP Docs integrates document work flows according to document management and document collection, which can be customed by users to review, submit or gather documents (Figure 12). User can create a document review workflow, and set several auditors. When a document is submitted, the auditors will be noticed. After audited, the document will be sent to some specified directory and saved.

Figure 12 Document work flow of IHEP Docs
3.2.5 Smart Collaborative Form

IHEP Docs integrates a smart collaborative form, by which users can quickly create forms to share with others by a link or a QR code and collect data filled by others (Figure 13). Submitters can only see the form for them to fill in. It can organize different sheets into standardized one automatically.

![Smart collaboration form of IHEP Docs](image.png)

**Figure 13 Smart collaboration form of IHEP Docs**

1. **System operation**

   IHEP Docs system has been online for almost 8 months since September 2022 and it is adopted by almost all the departments and more than 20 large-scale scientific facilities. Thousands of libraries have been created to manage document and edit files together online. There are more than 200 accounts active every day, and the user signed in and use IHEP Docs from all over the world.

   There are over 380,000 documents stored in IHEP Docs, which occupies about 3 terabytes of storage space, and the distribution of file types is shown in figure 15. The cumulative number of user operations on files has reached more than 2.5 million and the operation type distribution is shown in figure 16. Up to now, IHEP Docs has been disinfected about 140,000 times and removed more than 200 viruses contained in files, ensuring the data security.
1. Conclusion and Outlook

For the requirements of document management and document collaboration, we developed and deployed IHEP Docs. At present, IHEP Docs have been widely used in IHEP. As planned, we will base on the specific requirements in document management, develop IHEP Docs and integrate the existing information systems in IHEP to achieve the orderly aggregation, efficient management and deep mining of unstructured data stored in these systems.

In order to realize further improvement in data management and knowledge service finally, there are more difficult jobs to be done in future to gather, sort, analyze, process those unstructured data, form a knowledge service that can be retrieved and reused easily, such as knowledge communities, wiki, and Q&A. At the same time, it is promising to develop a computable intelligent form to integrate work flow and ultimately provide users with powerful, easy-to-custom data service. The system security and data security are further strengthened by automatic encryption and decryption technology to build up a more security system.
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